Down Under
“……cking hell,

….cking hell”

This was all I could hear as Raz muttered his way up towards me on 20th Century Fox in the Southern
Grampians. But it all ended in broad smiles as we shall see.
Tim, Karen, Raz and I with Tim’s Mum, Shirley, all went off to Melbourne to visit Tim’s relatives but
we also managed to fit a bit of climbing in.
A couple of days getting over the jet lag, admiring the abundant wild kangaroo on Tim’s cousin’s
farm, and Karen outdoing Status Quo by adding a 4th chord to her guitar repertoire, (with Tim even
singing Kumbaya My Lord!) and we were off to Arapiles.
We shopped for ecologically sound supplies. I wasn’t very good at this as my choices steadily found
their way back to the shelves so I went and bought the alcohol at which I was much more proficient.
Darkness fell as we approached Horsham. Apparently there was a fantastic sunset, but I was dead to
the world. A quick takeaway noodle and pizza session and we were soon in Natimuk and setting up
camp. I woke to the most fantastically musical dawn chorus. It turned out to be Australian magpies
who put on an amazing performance most mornings. Emerging from the tents, we found we were
by a massive lake! Tim had popped into the same site for the odd shower on his previous visit 6
years before and the lake had been completely dry. There had been 10 years of drought in the area
but this year, water was relatively abundant and the lake was a real picture.

Before……..

……..and after

Arapiles was just visible from the campsite and about 5 miles away. We set off for a recce in quite
hot conditions. Tim gave us a quick guide to where things were and we settled for a climb in the
shade of Dunes buttress. Getting the hang of where to find the shade was a challenge. South of the
equator, it’s the south faces that get the shade and although the sun rises in the east and sets in the
west as it should, it goes the wrong way across the sky. All very confusing, but we got the hang of it
in the end.
Tim and Karen opted for Eskimo Nell a 3 star grade 10 (Severe in UK money). However, there was a
queue so they went for Arab instead – a Grade 15 (VS) while Raz and I settled for Dunes (4 pitches,
grade 13; MVS) the classic of the buttress. The rock is massively solid quartzite with generally
amazing friction and good natural gear placements. I led off up the bold slab and then the steep
overlap and crack of the first pitch. No dramas, but enough to keep you on your toes (and fingers!).
The route found its way impressively up the front of the buttress and Raz finished it off with a
flourish via a technical corner and an airy traverse. Tim and Karen’s route finished at the same point
and we all walked off the back and down the tourist path as darkness gathered. A good introduction
to the place and handy to get a feel for the main locations, descent routes and attractive lines for
later in the week.

Dunes Buttress (left)
Raz finishing Dunes (right)

We cooked in the dark. We were all pretty tired so cooking this first night was a bit of a trial but
eventually we flopped into bed.
On day 2, it was hotter but we were away reasonably early so opted to take on routes in the sun.
Again Raz and I knocked off a classic that Tim had done before – Bard, a 3 star grade 12 (HS). Tim
and Karen went for Checkmate (17 – HVS 5a and, according to Tim, quite a steep and bold affair that
felt more like E1 5a !). Had they both read the description properly, they might not have been so
gung-ho!
“The audacious crux pitch has witnessed plenty of epics as terrified leaders struggle with intricate
protection, strenuous climbing and bowel busting exposure. One notorious mega plummet resulted
in the leader collecting someone on Bard!”

At the crux of Bard
As Raz and I were on Bard, we were grateful that Tim was up to the task! Our route took an
intricate line of least resistance up the middle of the buttress via a slab, an airy juggy traverse and
the crux pitch which was a more balancy traverse. More good, steep climbing led to the descent
route via Ali Babas mercifully cool cave and the downclimbing of the easy Alis with the help of some
chains near the bottom. We then saw to Eskimo Nell which although only grade 10 was full of
character with a slippery first pitch, some steep exposed wall climbing above “The Jetty”, a bit of
minor caving and a tough exit for the grade. We abbed off this time watching some locals setting up
slack lines between the pinnacles. We watched awestruck later in the week as the skywalkers
strutted their stuff.

Slackliners on Bard
Buttress

Tim and Karen got down as darkness fell and we picked up cold beers at the Natimuk Inn to
accompany our Thai curry. The clear skies set us looking for the Southern Cross which we did
correctly identify despite it being in reality a southern irregular rectangle. Early in the week, the
moon provided strong light pollution but later in the week the Milky Way spread out clearly across
the sky encouraging the mind to ponder on our insignificance (well mine anyway). Surely, there
must be other life out there in all that vastness?
A beautiful cool morning followed with Autumnal mists hiding the shores of the lake and the thin
trees mirrored perfectly in the stillness. Quite, quite, magical.
And then the others got up!

Our musical dawn chorus was sometimes drowned out by squawking (cockatoos). On other days, a
pair of kookaburras went for broke. They are completely barking! More sedate were a posse of
cormorants that spent all day perched in a dead tree looking very much like the wise cracking
vultures in the film of the Jungle Book.
Hey, Flaps, what we gonna do?
I don't know. What you wanna do?
I've got it! Let's flap over to the east side of the jungle. They've always got a bit of action, a bit of a
swingin' scene, all right.
Aw, come off it. Things are right dead all over.
You mean you wish they were.
Very funny.

Cormorants or
Vultures?

Wildlife in the form of bird life was abundant. Tim also claimed to have seen or nearly seen a
possum and there was certainly evidence of their night time rooting around. Grey kangaroo came
out under the crag in the early evening and we all managed close encounters. Their bouncing
around is wonderful to watch and seemingly effortless. They may be approaching pest level, but we
never tired of them. Reptiles we saw less of. Lots of little skinks (lizards) and one stumpy tailed
lizard but thankfully no snakes. I was reading Bill Bryson’s Down Under and the deadly nature of
Ozzy wildlife came over loud and clear:

“Australia has more things that will kill you than anywhere else. Of the world’s ten most poisonous
snakes, all are Australian. Five of its creatures – the funnel-web spider, box jellyfish, blue-ringed
octopus, paralysis tick and stonefish – are the most lethal of their type in the world”.

Kangaroo below the crag

A skink

Funnel web spiders were the most likely worry for us but we had no sightings so no scares, although
Tim was adamant that he saw funnel web nests everywhere, much to Karen`s amusement. The
midges did get us on a couple of nights however, until Malcolm lit his coils. It turns out these are
poisonous and should have been kept away from the food!
Day three dawned even hotter. Raz and I wanted to do the mega classic Watchtower Crack but the
strong sun put us off for the day. We aimed instead for some shorter climbs over on the left of the
crag, on the Atridae. The “atridae” are the sons of Atreus - Agamemnon and Menelaus. See: you
learn so much if you belong to MMC!
Continuing with the Classics, Raz and I did the Muldoon a 3 star 13. The rock on the lower half of the
cliff was the smooth “bum rock” as the locals call it. While fine in the cool, it sweated up in the heat
making the first pitch a bit of a trial and quite bold I thought. The top pitch was on the nice rough
rock and even in the heat was wonderful. We abbed off and hid for a few hours from the oppressive
heat, hanging out with the skinks. I fancied the grade 17 Surface to Air but the bum rock was
offputting and the sun was taking an age to crawl across the burning sky. We settled for the easier
Hell for Leather - a juggy grade 13 that Tim and Karen had done earlier and that was it for the day.
Ice cream was the order of the day from the Milk Bar and our evening meal finished with chocolate
tortillas courtesy of Raz. Yummy.

Next day it seemed hotter still but we needed supplies so popped back to Horsham. We were all
keen to find tee shirts. There were none in Natimuk (and also few postcards) and although there
was a TK Max in Horsham with loads of T shirts, they all had American logos. A real tourist
opportunity missed we thought.
We climbed in the shade on Bard Buttress in the afternoon doing the route Tim and Karen had done
on Day 1 – Arab. Raz got the tough pitches including the three dimensional start to pitch three
where the crucial jug appeared out behind your right ear to ease the transition from the steep crack
to the smooth slab. Good climbing though. Tim and Karen did a couple of routes on the shady
Preludes wall, including a thin, technical crack climb ‘Rosy Shy’ 19, which felt like E1 5c. They got
down from their last climb in the dark to find us waiting fairly patiently!

Bard Buttress
Arab tends left to the arête and back
right up the obvious crack line

Next day at last it dawned slightly cooler so Raz and I went for Watchtower Crack which is a fair way
along towards the right hand end of the crag. The Watchtower is a massive pillar leaning against
the wall with the left hand crack taken by Watchtower Chimney at 12 and the right hand by
Watchtower Crack at 16. As the guidebook has it:
“The most commanding line at Arapiles still echoes with the whimpering cries of a thousand
struggling leaders”
Raz led the first slabby pitch which was in the full sun and we wondered about the heat but once in
the crack system we had the shade. I led the steep second pitch to the cave and Raz psyched himself
up for the first of the two big grade 16 pitches. The first few steep moves led to a surprising and
comfortable bridge across the groove and the first carrot bolt placement. These are unique to
Australia. You just get a hexagonal headed coach bolt poking out over which you place a hanger

(we bought three in the climbing shop) and then clip it with a non wire karabiner through the eye.
Then up to a tempting traverse line (on Skink – which we will come to later). The crack now turns an
overhang which was quite tough for 16 – about 5a I thought. A finger jug on the lip avoided too
much gritstone type udging and soon Raz was out of sight and going for the belay. I followed really
enjoying the unusual moves on this compelling line. At the belay., I took over ownership of the
hangers and Tim’s No 5 friend and set off. I managed to bridge the moves to the first bolt, and after
placing the big friend and my no 4 as well, the crack began to ease and soon became a romp to the
top. Raz found he had to layback the start of the pitch but was soon up. A stupendous route and
the views out over the plain were tremendous. Raz likened it to the Serengetti but there was no sign
of either wildebeest or giraffe here! What we did see however were either dust storms or rain
coming in. It turned out to be both. We got a little thunder on the ab down and real rain at the
bottom. Our perfect timing meant we could hide in the cave at the foot of the route. Tim and Karen
were not quite so lucky getting caught out in the rain in a queue on Lamplighter. But they did find
out about the Sunday night stir fry from Ming who told them he would be cooking for the masses in
the café.

Watchtower Crack
Grade 16 (HVS 5a)

When the rain had gone, Raz and I nipped up Arachnus a 3 star grade 9 on the front face of the
Watchtower. Beautiful easy climbing in a fine position. A 6 star day!
The campsite had been nearly empty but was now full for the Easter weekend. We had to move
down nearer the lake (and the midges). Tim and Karen’s friends Dickie and Ouita had arrived from
Melbourne and we cooked in a gale. The weather was definitely changing. In the morning, Phil Keys
turned up from Adelaide. Raz had agreed to bring over some mountaineering boots which are a lot
cheaper in the UK than in Oz. It was sobering that when Tim came last time he got 2.5A$ to the
pound. This time it was 1.4! Bringing the boots meant Raz was very tight on his weight limit given
that we all brought tents, sleeping bags and cooking gear. Anyway, Phil was suitably grateful and
brought some plastic chairs which made the camping experience a lot more comfortable and (more
importantly) a large crate of beer.
Our meal included pancakes which I cooked. I poured water into the ready mix and shook it limply in
the dark. A thin gruel appeared in the frying pan and refused to cook. Karen grabbed the container
and shook it properly. I had failed to disturb the sediment at all but she was made of sterner stuff.
After that they were quite tasty. I’d hesitate to describe myself as a tosser though. More a gentle
flipper-over.
Next day, Raz, Phil and I did Lamplighter (14 – VS) on the Pharos tower that Tim and Karen had done
the previous day. A wandering first pitch was followed by the steep and impressive second pitch but
these were just the preamble to the finale. Here was another example of the three dimensional
climbing that Arapiles seems to offer on a regular basis. Here it was a chimney but this time
horizontally out over the void. It looked improbable but once I started to move, holds appeared and
with a few bits of gear to ease the nerves, I suddenly popped out at the stance. The others came up
suitably impressed.

Lamplighter – 14 - VS

Karen and Tim did the 3 star classic Skink near Watchtower Crack (see below) and then the weird
Death Row 18, where the crux was another strange three-dimensional sequence to exit a hanging
chimney known as ‘the condemned cell’. Tim thought this was wonderful, much to Karen`s disgust,

as she became condemned to the cell as darkness threatened. She managed to escape just in time
for dark – again.
We nipped over to the Organ Pipe area for an evening route. We settled for Horn Piece a 3 star 13
and then waited quite patiently (again) for Tim and Karen. Another 6 star day followed by hotdogs
cooked over the campfire and delicious home-made bread prepared over the same fire by Ouita.
On the Sunday, Phil was going back to Adelaide so we did some short climbs on the organ pipes Tremolo and the classic D minor (massive double overhang on pitch 2 – both at 14). Raz and I then
set off for Mari on the gully wall above the tourist track. This would have been our first grade 17 but
we were put off by the antics of several failed parties and some stuck gear. Raz gave it a go, but
didn’t fancy committing to the steep jamming and it rained before I could consider trying it (phew!!).
We retreated to the Organ Pipes and Raz redeemed himself on another grade 17 - Dirge – which
although very different in style, seemed a bit soft compared with Mari.
Karen and Tim went to Bushranger Bluff where Karen led a couple of good routes on excellent,
gritstone-like rock, followed by Tim blasting up a couple of pleasant solos. They finished the day
with a walk up Mitre Rock, an outlier of the Arapiles massif with great views of the crags and the
nearby salt lake. In the evening we all went into Natimuk for a massive stir fry at the café courtesy of
Ming.
Back at the campsite, the Ozzies were really getting into their Easter break. They go for the US style
pick-ups to transport the mass of equipment they need. Massive tents and gas powered barbies
appeared but they still needed real fire. Everywhere we went there were massive swingometers
showing the current fire risk (which was low). Despite the ever present fear of fire fuelled by tinder
dry eucalyptus bark, as soon as any fire ban is lifted, it is part of Ozzie male DNA to build a fire. The
campsites feed this deep seated need by providing metal fire rings. Kids scoured the campsite for
fuel and the Bruces then competed to build the biggest fire to stand around with their ice cold
stubbies. Most were still well alight in the mornings.
As the evenings were now pretty cool, we succumbed to the Ozzie way and built our own fire with
the few branches the kids had missed. All that was missing was Karen’s guitar for a round of ginggang-gooly. The fire certainly kept the midges away but in the night it tried to suffocate Tim and
Karen whose tent was directly downwind and filled with smoke!

On the Monday, Raz and I went for our big route – Skink which Tim and Karen had done earlier in the
week. It climbs the first two pitches of Watchtower Crack but then takes the compelling slim groove
line out to the right. I led off and Raz did the steep pitch to the cave. As I belayed, a little skink
appropriately played hide and seek in the cracks.

At the crux of Skink 18 (HVS 5a)

I took over and eased up towards the big overhang of Watchtower Crack. I clipped the carrot bolt
(which Tim had failed to spot two days earlier!) and launched out on the obvious traverse line. This
proved a doddle and easily protected with 1.5 to 2.5 friends. At the end, there was a slightly
unnecessary peg. The crux at grade 18 was now obvious. I just needed to gain the groove. A quick
pull up on not a lot for the left hand and footholds appeared – a little reminiscent of Bow Wall at
Bosigran but fortunately a lot easier. Even though it rained as I moved up, the rock was rough
enough to make the moves feel secure and I was soon on the 4 inch ledge that passes for a stance. I
thought it was about 5a English. Excellent, if small, nut placements provided a secure belay and I
called on Raz to do his bit. He soon appeared at the end of the traverse initially looking a little
concerned but he soon mastered the little dance up into the groove.
Only minor arm-twisting was needed to persuade him to take on the next pitch at grade 17 and after
dealing with the groove he was soon grappling with the hollow flake and then out of sight and
romping to the top. A great route and easier than we expected.
We decided to rest on our laurels. We snapped a few shots of the next party on the route and
walked off towards Mitre Rock but that was too far away so we ended up just doing a circuit out
onto the road for good views of the crag. We probably ought to have grabbed another route as we

had a bit of a wait (for a change!!) in pretty cool conditions for Tim and Karen but did some bird
spotting instead - crimson rosellas and the like. They had climbed that day with Dicky and Ouita on
Voodoo Buttress, doing the excellent eponymous grade 18 and then Wasp 20 (E2 5b), equipped with
its own real life resident wasp) up steep but well-protected cracks and flakes.

Voodoo and Wasp

We probably ought to have tried something a bit harder but were well satisfied with our efforts as
we set off the next day for the Grampians – about an hour’s drive away to the south. The plan was
to meet up with Tim’s Mum and the cousins. Encouraging text messages suggested they weren’t far
away which was true. However, their map reading skills had not distinguished between the metalled
(or sealed) and dirt roads so 40 kilometres on unsealed roads took them a fair chunk of the
afternoon. We all wandered up towards the impressive Taipan wall on Mount Stapylton with good
views back towards Arapiles and some impressive rock sculptures.

Raz gets the hump

We set up camp as the cousins set off to find a motel. This campsite was the haunt of many
kangaroo but we only saw them on the first evening. Facilities were few here - a tap, long drop loos
and a bush shower (which we would have had to try if we’d stayed a day longer!). Raz stoically
endured this ordeal for the good of the team !

The facilities
We all met up for a curry at the Big Koala to which Shirley (Tim’s Mum) kindly treated us. The Big
Koala is one of about 60 similar massive structures all over Australia which are usually placed on the
dullest stretch of dull highways in a generally successful attempt to get people to stop and put
something into the tiny local economies. Examples in other parts of Oz include the Big Lobster, Big
Prawn, Big Oyster (with search lights for eyes), and even a Big Lawnmower.
Next day we went to an easy access crag – Summerday Valley so that the cousins could have a look
at what we got up to. I pointed Raz at what I thought was Waxman - a 3 star grade 11. Raz
whimpered a little and succeeded in persuading the spectators that we were all mad. It turned out
I’d pointed him at a tough, poorly protected grade 16 instead! We followed Tim and Karen up a
steep grade 17 - Texas Radio and the Big Beat and a variety of other pleasant one pitch climbs
including the correct line of Waxman which Karen also led. We finished the day as twilight gathered
by accepting a top rope from Tim and Karen on Overkill - a compelling grade 17 wall climb with
hidden ( at least from Tim and Karen) pockets to overcome the reachy crux. There followed a rather
silly debate with Tim and Karen accusing us of cheating by reading the rock properly.
At the campsite we played 20 questions. Karen started. Her choice was fictional, male, under 30,
the subject of both a film and books, English and designed to appeal to kids. With all questions
exhausted and one guess left, Tim mused: “Can’t be Tin-Tin cos he’s Belgian”. “Oh! I thought he
was English” says Karen. Well she is from Coventry….and, amazingly, proud of it - claiming it helps
her cope with being surrounded by soft Southerners. No comment, but make sure you watch the
tough Midlander, Tim! Have you got her Tim?

The next day was to be our final climbing day before we turned into tourists. We packed up the
camping stuff, had a quick look at the local aborigine cave art and set off for Mount Fox about 40
miles to the south. We had been told firmly by Dickie that if we did one route in the Grampians it
had to be 20th Century Fox. As the guidebook has it:
“(Chris) Baxter’s magnum opus that will live in the hearts and minds of the foxes for years to come
blah, blah, blah…”
I like Ozzie guidebooks! Here’s another gem of a quote from back at Arapiles describing The Good
The Bad and the Ugly (a grade 20 which we didn’t actually do): “If you fall from the crux, sever a
rope, spear into the ground and sustain major injuries (as Michael Hampton once did), you might
want to take away a star”
The black and white picture of 20th Century Fox in the guidebook is compelling. A tough looking
crack leads onto a fantastic wall with ever smaller holds leading out left onto the obviously very thin
slab at the top. A full 50 metres and a great way to finish the trip if we could do it.
The walk in was longer than we were used to – about 45 minutes and uphill and a bit of a bushwack
on a vanishing track. We tried not to think about snakes! The climb was obvious and seriously
impressive.
Tim and Karen would go first. Raz thought we were taking a top rope but I wanted to give it a go. If
I could get up the jam crack I was pretty sure I would love the rest even though at grade 20 it was
two grades up from Skink.
Raz and I settled down on the very convenient viewing platform. Tim powered up the first crack. I
wished he’d made it look a little easier! Soon he was at the top of the crack with a good runner and
launching out left onto the wall. The first move looked committing and then easier climbing led up
via a couple of runners to the first of 5 carrot bolts. From here the holds got smaller and the
climbing more technical and intricate. Route-finding was not immediately obvious but the
guidebook said that you ended up very close to the crack on the left side of the cliff. Tim talked his
way up the blank bits and soon he was back to real runners and whooping his way to the belay. It
looked fantastic.
Karen followed, not bothering with jams in the crack and steadily and elegantly dealing with the
technicalities. She was soon waving from the top and it was my turn.
I’d asked Karen to leave the first two bits of gear in just in case. Stupidly, I rushed at it and came
unstuck, plummeting head first out of the hardest bit onto Tim’s second bit of gear (which held,
much to our mutual relief). This frightened Karen , who fortunately forgot to take any pictures of the
almost mega deck. Second time, I did it fine using my feet properly as well as a few jams. Much to
Tim’s satisfaction, I did have a bit of “gritstone rash” from the first attempt.
Soon I was resting at the top of the crack. I waited for the adrenalin rush left over from the crack to
subside and then launched off. I loved it! Although a bit run out, it was all there (as Mr Adams is
wont to say). Tim took a few photos from the ab and offered a bit of beta. There was a tough
mantel onto the obvious foot traverse line and on tippy toes I could just reach the penultimate clip.
After the moves left I was below the blank bit that Tim had muttered his way up. Close finger tip

inspection revealed tiny sharp edged holds and with those identified it was surprising what you
could persuade yourself was a foothold. Soon, I’d clipped the final bolt and one move was left
before real holds would be in reach. The crux thin move followed and then I had placed a big friend
and launched up the final overlap – steeper but with holds and gear. Soon I qualified for a whoop or
two myself. Fantastic!

20th Century Fox
Grade 20 (E2 5b)

Raz followed steadily. As the holds got smaller and the climbing harder I could hear him talking to
himself. “….cking hell, …cking hell”. And that’s where we came in. Soon he too was smiling broadly
and we shook hands. “Good lead” he said. For once I agreed with him despite the flying time I put
in. About E2 5b we all thought.
We abbed off into a (biting) ants nest and after group photos whooped our way contentedly back
through the bush (and more kangaroo herds) to the car.

We set off for Halls Gap. Tim did all the driving on the trip (thanks Tim). He had to take great care as
we approached Halls Gap as loads of kamikaze kangaroos hopped across the main road apparently
playing chicken. In Halls Gap we quickly found a motel and had a much needed shower. Setting off
to find food we were amazed to see loads of kangaroo grazing on people’s front lawns and
completely indifferent to our presence.
On the Friday we set off south picking up T shirts at the visitor centre. We set off down the Henty
Hwy (which from its name, Karen decided must be following an ancient aboriginal trail). But, as we
know, she is from Coventry! Expect to see Henty Hwy in the Pembroke guide after Tim and Karen’s
next trip!
The mountain scenery slowly turned into farmland and we joined the coast at Port Fairy. At
Warrnambool we tried to work out why the Dirty Angel got its nickname.

Port Fairy and the Dirty Angel

We then turned tourist. Highlights included the ancient volcano crater at Tower Hill where we had
our first sightings of koala and also emu. Then we picked up the Ocean Road at Peterborough for
the spectacular coastal scenery. The Bay of Islands, the Arch, the Grotto - all were highly photogenic
in the evening sunshine.

The Arch

London Bridge

The Grotto

London Bridge used to have two arches but in 1990, two tourists had just crossed the first arch when
it fell down leaving them on the world’s newest island!
We stopped in another motel in Port Campbell and next day took in the Twelve Apostles, more koala
at Cape Otway and the fantastic rain forest at Maits Rest.

Koala at Otway Point

Rain forest at Mait’sRest
Then it was on the Great Ocean Road proper via Lorne (where Karen decided she was going to live
but it’s too far from the climbing).
The road hugs the coast past endless little bays and sandy beaches. All too soon we were speeding
away towards Melbourne where after catching up with Dickie and Ouita again for a pizza we were
off back to the cousins in Gisborne.
On our final day we set off early for the airport hoping to see fairy penguins at the St Kilda
breakwater. We just about saw one or two in the dark so although we got the tick, we didn’t get
any photos (no flash allowed).
All that remained was to fly home.
And here I am a week later and it all feels a bit unreal. And it’s cold and it’s wet. Hopefully it will
improve for Stanage at the weekend….It didn`t, but apparently it rained for a week in Oz after we
left! What a contrast!
Great trip though. Thanks to Tim, Karen and Raz for great company.

